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From the Editors 
Congratulations to all the handlers who made it to top 
agility and jumping dog. On behalf of all of us 
watching, it was a fabulous spectacle of terrific dog 
and handler teams. Thank you. 
 
Heather and Pip won top agility dog. Pip is an 
outstanding dog, (not because he is a Labradoodle), 
but because he is successfully worked by two different 
people - Heather in Agility and Ron in Jumping. Both 
handlers made it to Top Dog with the same dog! The 
amount of patient, thoughtful and consistent work that 
Heather and Ron have put into Pip’s training is justly 
rewarded in their success wherever they trial.  
 
Chris and Buster won Top Jumping Dog. Buster’s an 
eager and happy dog with attitude Chris has worked 
hard and has become a talented handler! When push 
comes to shove, clever handling is what sets you apart 
from the rest. Well done Chris and Heather. 
 
Congratulations to our three new agility / jumping 
judges – Fiona Brain, Sue Gonelli and Chris Shelton. 
All their hard work over the previous months was 
rewarded with successful passes under the watchful 
eyes of testers, Michael Cowman, Annette Cloughton 
and Paul Gavin. Thanks to those people who gave up 
their Sundays off to help out on the testing day and 
previous Training Days. 
 
To all those people waiting to find out about the Rule 
Changes, at this stage all is proceeding as expected 
and we hope to have all the news in the next issue. 
 

Congratulations  
NEW TITLES 
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Congratulations 

 
TOP AGILITY DOG 

Heather Diamond and Pip – Ima 
Dandydoodle CD   ADM JDM 

 
  TOP JUMPING DOG 
    Chris Shelton & Buster Shelton ADM JDM 
       

This month we put trialer, Chris Shelton in the hot seat. 
 

Chris and his dog Buster Shelton ADM JDM earned the title of 
VCA 2005 Top Jumping Dog. 

 
Q. WHEN DID YOU START COMPETING IN AGILITY? 
I am only very new to the sport of agility/jumping, this is my forth 
year of competing in this sport.  I started in November of 2001, 
where we came third at Morwell.  That is when I caught the “bug”. 
 
Q. WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THIS DOG SPORT? 
Buster and I were instructing at Warrugul, where we saw Karen 
Howard giving a demo of agility.  We gave it a go and Buster and 
myself loved it. 
The sport itself is so much fun and the people we trial with make 
the sport that much more enjoyable. 
I am a very competitive person, so when we don’t achieve a clear 
round, I am very hard on myself because it’s normally my bad 
handling or something I have not trained. 
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Q. WHAT BREEDS OF DOG HAVE YOU TRAINED/COMPETED 
WITH? 
I have always had Australian Cattle Dog crosses. 
Buster is my third heeler x, he is the only dog I have competed 
with.  I lived in Queensland for a few years and in Queensland if 
you owned a crossbreed dog you were not able to compete with 
them. (Dumb rule).   
 
Q. WHAT WERE SOME OF YOUR BEST MOMENTS IN 
AGILITY? 
[Such as big wins, overcoming problems etc.] 
Buster and I have shared some great moments in this sport; 
Ø My biggest win to date would have to be winning TOP 

JUMPING DOG OF THE YEAR 2005. 
Ø The first time I won against my instructor Karen Howard with 

Just Tipsy, when we both had clear rounds. 
Ø Having the pleasure and honor of running other peoples dogs 

like Rusty Brain, Just tipsy, Dougal, and Jess Guther.  All 
these different dogs make you think about your handling skills 
and other styles. 

Ø 2004 Berwick Obedience Dog Club trial, were we came first in 
three out of the four masters classes in heavy mud on our 
home grounds. 

Ø 2005 Geelong Obedience Dog Club 1st place Masters jumping 
and 1st place Open jumping and best in trial (AM).  

Ø Being asked to join a very successful National Club Teams 
Event from Berwick ODC.  (Karen Howard /Just Tipsy- Fiona 
Brain/Rusty Brain- Sharon Mcleod/KC and Chris 
Shelton/Buster) 

Ø Seeing other competitors trying things in competition that you 
have shown them at training and hopefully them succeeding.  
(They might no get a clear round but what they have tried has 
worked and seeing their confidence build).  

 
Q. TO WHAT DO YOU ATTRIBUTE YOUR SUCCESS? 
I don’t know how you measure success in this sport. 
Yes Buster and I have done well together in a short period of time, 
but I don’t think we are “successful.”  Sometimes it is just a case of 
Buster and myself working well as a team at the time and things 
going right on the day.  You have to be willing to try new things and 
push yourself and your dog to new levels. 
 
Q. WHAT WAS YOUR WORST MOMENT IN AGILITY? 
I don’t believe there is a bad moment in this sport because you get 
to have fun with your companion/dog, and it’s a great social day for 
us both.  There have been times that have been testing for us both, 
like when Buster was injured, another testing time was when my 
handling turned sloppy and Buster and I were not working as a 
team.  These types of issues will test the way you look at the sport, 
and the challenges it presents, and I believe, in the end it makes 
you a better handler/team.  
 
Q .IS THERE A TRIALER OR TRAINER WHO HAS STRONGLY 
INFLUENCED YOUR TRAINING OR PERFORMANCE? 
When I lived in Queensland, I had the pleasure of training 
obedience dogs under a lady by the name of Val Bonnie and she 
was very military like in the way she trained her dogs and the way 
she instructed. 
In the time I spent training with her she spoke a lot about dog 
thinking and pack structure and in the bigger picture of things this 
has helped in agility and the way I handle Buster. 
     
Karen Howard is another person that has influenced my training to 
a large degree. 

When I first meet Karen at Warragul Dog Obedience Club, she 
showed Buster and I the basics and we progressed through the 
levels of this sport.  Karen always talks about remembering the 
basics and trying to achieve a clear round and the places will take 
care of themselves.  Karen has helped in a lot of areas of my 
handling, and I still go back for an ear bashing when I know my 
handling has got a little bit sloppy.  This has occurred from my first 
trial at Morwell back in November 2001(3rd place) to the time I 
walked into the Top Jumping Dog ring August 2005(1st place). 
 
Q. WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE GOALS IN AGILITY?  
There is so much Buster and I have not done in this sport.  We 
have not made it into the Top Agility Dog finals, or made it into a 
Victorian National Team Event.  We hope to rectify this as soon as 
possible.  
 
Q. WHAT MADE YOU APPLY TO BECOME A TRAINEE AGILITY 
JUDGE? 
Firstly, that if a dog of mine gets hurt or to old, I can still remain in 
the sport in some way.  Secondly, it felt like a natural progression 
to go from trialer to judge (I think?).  It also makes you look very 
differently at the way the sport is conducted and its future. 
 
ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD CARE TO COMMENT ON. 
There are heaps of things I can comment on but that will only be 
rambling. 
For all you up and coming trailers talk to the people in the master’s 
ring most of them will help talk/walk you through your courses  
Enjoy the sport we are involved in and look after your teammate  
Hope to see you all trialing in the future  
 

Chris Shelton and Buster  

 
  Buster Shelton (Esq) 

 
  Ima Dandydoodle (Esq) 
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IMPORTANT DATES FOR YOUR 
DOG EVENTS DIARY 

 
Southern ODTC 3rd September 
Croydon DODC 10th September 
Entries close National 
trials 

12th September 

Entries close Knox Trial 16th September 
Hastings DODC 17th September 
Ballaarat DODC 18 September 
Entries close WA State 
titles trials 

19th September 

Knox ODC Single 
Agility/Jumping Trial 

1st October 

WA state Agility/Jumping 
Titles x2 trials 

8th October 

Entries close Gippsland 
ODC 

14th October 

East Gippsland ODC 15-16 October 
Agility Nationals Perth 
WA 

15-16 October 

Warrnambool DTS 29-30th October 
Entries close Warragul 
&DK&OC 

1st November 

Gippsland ODC 6th November 
Warragul K&OC 12-13 November 
Portland ODC 27th November 
VCA twilight 
Agility/Jumping Trial  
Equipment Fundraiser 
Hosted by K9 AC  

3rd December 

 
 

 

  
  
  
  

 

WHY FLUFFY CAN'T GO HUP 
The Basics of Jumping 
Problems 
by Suzanne Clothier  

NOTE: This article is the first in a 4 part series 
on jumping that originally appeared in Off 
Lead magazine.   

Of all the skills we ask our dogs to perform at 
our request, jumping is one of the most 
misunderstood, least thoroughly trained, and 
most common source of performance 
problems in agility and obedience. This is the 
first of a series of articles that examine 
various aspects of training a dog to jump. In 
future articles, we will explore in greater detail 
each of these; for now, let’s look at the basics 

of how jumping problems arise. 

For more than a decade, I have watched dogs 
jumping: big dogs, little dogs, puppies, senior 
citizens, and dogs of every imaginable shape 
and size under a wide variety of conditions. I 
have found three basic causes for jumping 
problems: physical, mental, and mechanical. 
(The fourth cause is the handler, but that’s a 
whole ‘nother article!) 

Physical problems can be structural or 
functional or both. I am endlessly amazed at 
how little the average trainer knows about 
structure. Many handlers tell me, "I don’t 
worry about that conformation stuff. I’ve got a 
dog with drive." This approach makes no 
sense and can have serious consequences for 
the dog. If the driver of an Indy 500 car said 
he didn’t bother his head about the details of 
mechanics but simply chose his car because it 
went fast, we’d wonder about him. The 
winning drivers understand not only how to 
drive well, but also how and why the car 
performs as it does. Imagine that same driver 
telling us that he was going to select the 
biggest, most powerful engine he could find 
and put it in a Volkswagen Bug body. It 
doesn’t take a mechanical genius to figure out 
that this is not going to be a winning 
combination. 

No matter how much drive a dog may have, if 
his physical body is not a match for the 
"engine" of his mind, trouble will arise. 
Unfortunately for dogs, trouble can be long 
term and not immediately evident, thus 
handlers often ignore structural problems. The 
more you expect from a dog, the more you 
need to know about structure. This requires 
study and practice, yet many trainers I’ve met 
will spend hours looking at videotapes of their 
last runs rather than educating themselves 
about the workings of their dogs’ bodies. 

Function is your dog’s body actually works. 
Flexibility, muscular strength, and endurance 
are all functional qualities. No matter how 
beautifully structured a dog may be, if he is 
not fully functional, problems will arise. A 
moderately structured dog who is fully 
functional may easily outperform a more 
correctly structured dog who is not fully 
functional; structure and function are NOT 
synonymous. 

We are all familiar with functional limitations - 
pause for a moment to consider your own 
body. Is your neck a little sore? How about 
that bum knee or creaky ankle? Are you as 
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flexible as you used to be? The cumulative 
effects of age, stresses and lifestyles add up to 
functional limitations: our bodies may not 
work as well or as easily as they used to. The 
aches and pains we experience may not be 
obvious to others, but they do take their toll. 
Depending on the work load we place on our 
bodies, we may find ourselves more easily 
fatigued, injured or simply just cranky and 
unmotivated because we are uncomfortable. 

Our dogs are no different. But without a voice 
to complain about their aches and pains, our 
dogs’ functional difficulties may go unnoticed 
and misunderstood as dominance, resistance, 
stupidity or even poor temperament. Although 
you cannot change structure, there is a lot you 
can do to improve function. Massage, 
stretching, proper conditioning, veterinary 
chiropractic and an understanding of 
physiology help you provide effective coaching 
to bring out the best in your canine athlete. 

The mental aspects of jumping include an 
understanding of the task, a systematic 
refinement of the dog’s understanding, and 
the dog’s emotional state. The typical 
"problem" jumper presented to me has only a 
rough concept of what jumping is about; 
translated from dog it might be just this: "hurl 
your body over that obstacle." That’s a pretty 
basic level of understanding, and the 
equivalent of saying that driving a car means 
stepping on the gas. 

The dog must also learn to lengthen or 
shorten his stride length, gauge jump height 
and width, handle diagonal or awkward 
approaches, moderate his speed (up or down) 
according to the footing or 
previous/subsequent obstacles, and perhaps 
do all that while also carrying something in his 
mouth (a seemingly simple task that actually 
has profound impact on the dog’s jumping 
style). Just as children first learn their 
alphabet and then individual words before 
they can read entire sentences, paragraphs 
and books, dogs need to learn jumping in a 
way that allows them to learn the basics 
before putting it all together. In addition to 
building the dog’s understanding, a systematic 
approach that progressively refines the dog’s 
skills has the added benefits of building 
confidence and physically conditioning the 
dog’s body. 

The dog’s emotional state is often overlooked 
as a critical component of athletic 
performance. Emotions have a profound 
impact on our bodies, as any competitor 

knows. It is one thing to give a smooth 
performance in a familiar setting; it is quite 
another to coordinate mind and body under 
the stress of competition. Our dogs are no 
different, yet we sometimes to fail to take into 
account the degree to which the dog’s 
emotional state can impact his athletic 
performance. No matter how physically sound 
or thoroughly trained, a dog who is fearful, 
confused, overwhelmed or even overly excited 
will not be able to use his body to its fullest. 

Mechanical causes for jumping problems 
include footing, visual aspects, the sequences 
of obstacles before or after a jump, and the 
actual space available to the dog before, after 
and between jumps. Soft, deep and/or 
slippery footing makes jumping difficult and 
potentially dangerous for the dog. What may 
seem reasonable footing to us may not be 
reasonable for a jumping dog. Canine vision is 
different from our own, and the dog views the 
jumps from a very different perspective. 
Lighting, background, shadows and/or the 
shape/colour of the jump itself can make 
jumping more difficult. For the agility dog, 
where a jump appears in a sequence of 
obstacles can make jumping more difficult, 
especially if there are turns or changes of 
direction involved. Spacing of jumps is critical, 
as even a medium sized dog moving fast can 
require 16-20' between jumps; yet handlers 
and judges often fail to appreciate how 
spacing can add to the dog’s jumping 
difficulties. 

Humane training is not simply a matter of 
kind, motivational techniques. Humane 
training begins with an understanding of and 
respect for your dog’s abilities and limitations. 
Jumping is physically and mentally 
demanding, yet - distanced as we are from the 
actual workings of our dogs’ bodies - we 
sometimes forget how much we are asking 
when we point and say, "Over!" Hopefully, this 
series will encourage handlers to think 
critically about the complex skill of jumping, 
about various training techniques, and to learn 
more in order to keep their dogs safe and 
sound. 
Read all in this series:   
Why Fluffy Can't Go Hup |  Can or Can't?  |  I 
Think I Can!  | Just Right Jumping 
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   Whoa mum! You’re driving way too fast again! 
………………………………………………………………………………. 
       VCA State Agility/Jumping Trials 
                  Sunday 7 August 2005 
 
AM Trial Novice Agility Judge: R Docker 
CL 108 Rate 2.1 SCT 57 
1st Beladele Knls & The Understudy JD - Assoc - 42.04 
2nd B Payne & Jessie Payne - Assoc - 46.62s 
3rd L Saxton & Casey Saxton - Assoc - 48.53s 
 
Open Agility  Judge: R Docker 
CL 144 Rate 2.6 SCT 61 
1st SA McLeod & Santecho So Im Zoro CDX ADM JDM - 
Sheltie - 46.88s 
2nd Beladele Knls & Ch Beladele Nice N Naughty CD ADM 
JDM ET - 48.28s 
3rd P&D Howard & TCh Vonharley Quadrille CDX AD JD ET 
'AZ' BsC111 - GSD - 50.12s & TITLE 
M Watson & Eramoo Dazzling Dion AD JD ET - Rottweiler - 
51.56s 
K De Graauw & Zac D JD AD - Assoc - 52.25s & TITLE 
P Baker & Tillsun Master Key CDX JD AD - 55.84s 
G Baxter & Stakim Sir Knight CDX ADM JDX - Sheltie - 
55.97s 
B McLean & Bangerri Edwina ADX JD HIT - ACD - 56.57s 
 
Master Agility  Judge: R Green (SA) 
CL 156 Rate 3.1.2 SCT 54 
1st S Gonelli & Dougal ADM JDM - Assoc - 47.82s 
2nd S Scafocchia & Bindi Boo CDX ADM JDM - Assoc - 
48.16s 
3rd K Luxford & Miss Jedda ADM JDM - Assoc - 48.38s 
 
Novice Jumping Judge: A Claughton 
CL 120 Rate 3.0 SCT 40 
1st E Bisset & Silvanwood Commanche - Aussie - 28.33s 
2nd N Milward & Chasemtail - Assoc - 31.36s 
3rd MH&JF Widelock & Sing Ch Carthel Lua Do Har - PWD - 
37.37s 
Open Jumping Judge: A Claughton 
CL 143 Rate 3.3 SCT 43 
1st ERL&BA Monahan & Tahlia ADX JDM ET - Assoc - 30.20s 
2nd K De Graauw & Zoe D CD JDM AD - Assoc - 30.32s 
3rd FA Brain & Jay Dee JDX - Assoc - 31.56s 
J Dedman & OC Mallawindy Melody AD JDX - BC - 32.55s 
G Baxter & Stakim Spirited Rebellion CD ADM JDM - Sheltie 
- 35.02d 
P Baker & Tillsun Master Key CDX JD AD - 36.38s 
MP Jewell & Sox Dog ADX JDX - Assoc - 36.73s 
G Kisielnicki & Gateacre Choc Twirl JD AD - BC - 32.18s & 
TITLE 
K Davidson & Bengal Ben CDX AD JD - Assoc - 38.10s & 
TITLE  
SR Cox & Berezney Tax CD AD JDX ET - Boxer - 40.45s 
 
Master Jumping Judge: R Green (SA) 
CL 129 Rate 3.9 SCT 35 
1st JH&RK Diamond & Ima Dandydoodle ADM JDM CD - 
32.17sQ 

2nd MA Woods & Bordarita Whatwillshedo UD ADM ET JDM 
TD - BC - NQ 
3rd KJ Macmillan & Tosca CD ADM JDX - Assoc - NQ 
 
PM Trial Novice Agility  Judge: R Green (SA) 
CL 93 Rate 2.0 SCT 50 
1st Beladele Knls & The Understudy JD -Assoc - 37.53sQ 
2nd R Hansen & Silvergem Celtic Shadow - BC - 32.28sNQ 
3rd E Bisset & Silvanwood Commanche - Aussie - 35.00NQ 
 
Open Agility  Judge: R Green (SA) 
CL 128 Rate 2.4 SCT 57 
1st Beladele Knls & Ch Beladele Nice N Naughty CD ADM 
JDM ET - BC - 43.57s 
2nd JR Lucas & Tamtarn Pipers Star ADM JDM ET - Beardie 
- 44.65s 
3rd Dr RF Atyeo & Winpara Fast N Thfurious AD JD - BC - 
46.18s 
K De Graauw & Zac D JD AD - Assoc - 51.53s 
P Baker & Tittsun Master Key CDX JD AD - Aussie - 52.44s 
 
Master Agility  Judge: M Cowman 
CL 178 Rate 3.1 SCT 62 
1st JH&RK Diamond & Ima Dandydoodle ADM JDM CD - 
Assoc - 55.03sQ 
2nd JR Lucas & Tamtarn Pipers Star ADM JDM ET - Beardie 
- NQ 
3rd R Hansen & Millnjazz Racy Dancer JDM ADX - BC - NQ 
 
Novice Jumping Judge: S Pearson 
CL 113 Rate 3.0 SCT 38 
1st S Howlett & Anaurac Kiss And Tell - Boxer - 24.88s 
2nd D Mitchell & Bobthekelpie - Assoc - 25.85s 
3rd N Milward & Chasemtail - Assoc - 28.14s 
J Carlile & Patchn - Assoc - 29.28s 
J Carlile & Piper - Assoc - 35.06s 
 
Open Jumping Judge: S Pearson 
CL 131 Rate 3.3 SCT 40 
1st K De Graauw & Zoe D CD AD JDM - Assoc - 28.60s 
2nd A Claughton & Great Expectations AD JD - Assoc - 
29.97s 
3rd ERL&BA Monahan & Tahlia ADX JDM ET - Assoc - 31.12s 
Bordarita Knls & Bordarita Are Ya Willing ADM ET JDM - BC 
- 34.29s 
P Baker & Tittsun Master Key CDX JD AD - Aussie - 34.90s 
SR Cox & Berezney Tax CD AD JDX ET - Boxer - 35.02s 
B Tebbet & Mawson Tebbet JD AD - Assoc - 35.29s 
MP Jewell & Sox Dog ADX JDX - Assoc - 36.82s 
Dr RF Atyeo & Winpara Fast N Thfurious AD JD - BC - 
36.94s 
M Boreham & Poppy AD JD - Assoc - 37.66s 
 
Master Jumping Judge: M Cowman 
CL 161 Rate 4.05 SCT 40 
1st Bordarita Knls & Ch Bordarita In Ya Dreams ADX JDM - 
BC - 35.63sQ 
2nd R George & Cwind Be Kool JDM ET AD - BC - 41.61sNQ 
3rd R Hansen & Millnjazz Racy Dancer JDM ADX - BC - 
54.10sNQ 

 
! 

KK99  AAGGIILLIITTYY  CCLLUUBB  
  Trains on Thursday evenings at KCC park 
 
        www.geocities.com/k9agilityclub 
 
         Membership Secretary: 97736246 
      Or 
              Amanda on 0428 161298 
         For a weather report from KCC Park 
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NicolaMilwards, pet butterfly Chasemtail gained two 
qualifying rounds in Novice Jumping The State Trials. 

Rules for snooker 
 

Please note that these “rules” were lifted from the 
“Agility Regulations” 7th Edition- July 2004. ADAA. They 
may not be the rules that we will go with next year, but you 
get the general idea about what it’s all about much sense as 
written, but I’m not that smart. I leave you to ponder the fun 
that may be had trying to be a Champion at this form of 
Agility. I had an example of a course to put 
in..but.unfortunately copyright laws forbid, however go to 
www.dogpatch.org/agility/courses 
1. Purpose of Snooker. 
The purpose of snooker is to test the handler’s risk strategy 
and the handler and dog team’s skill as they work together 
against the clock. Speed and calculated risk for higher point 
accumulation in the opening sequence are important 
components. 
2. Object of Snooker. 
The object of a Snooker Game is to accumulate as many 
points as possible during the opening sequence and 
successfully complete the closing sequence in the prescribed 
order, without Course Fault or Refusals within the allotted 
time. 
3. Overview of Snooker. 
A Snooker Game shall consist of two distinct segments, the 
Opening and Closing Sequence. There is no distinctive time 
separating the Opening and Closing sequence. The dog 
accumulates points in the Opening Sequence by completing 
a one (1) point hurdle (known as a “red”), followed by an 
obstacle of choice (known as a “colour”), a different one (1) 
point hurdle, followed by an obstacle of choice, and a third 
different one (1) point hurdle followed by an obstacle of 
choice. Once the opening sequence is completed, the dog 
begins the Closing Sequence and accumulates points for 
undertaking the “Colour “obstacles in the order set by the 
Judge. 
4. Snooker Obstacles and their Value. 
1-point (red)    Single hurdle 
 
2 points (yellow)   Broad, Tunnels or Tyre. 
 
3 points (green)   hurdle, Spread Hurdle, 
Broad Tunnels, Tyre or a two-obstacle combination 
4 point (brown)   Spread hurdle, Broad, 
Tunnels, Tyre, Contact obstacle, 5 to 9 Weave poles or three 
    obstacle combination. 
 

5 pints (blue)   Contact Obstacle, 
Spread hurdle, 5 to 9 weave poles or three-obstacle 
combination. 
 
6 point (pink)   Contact obstacle, 10 to 
12 Weave Poles, or four-obstacle combination. 
 
7 points (black)   Contact obstacle, 10 to 
12 Weave Poles or four-obstacle combination. 
 
Note 1:   Two and three obstacle 
combinations may only include Hurdles, Broad, Tunnels and 
the Tyre. 
 
Note 2:   Four obstacle combinations may 
only include Hurdles, Broad, Tunnels, Tyre and Weave 
Poles (maximum of one set  with 5 or 6 poles). 
 
Note 3:   Spread Hurdle must not be used 
in combination sequences. 
 
 
NEXT MONTH:   GAMBLERS! 
 
Geoff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 

 
 

AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAA’’SS  PPRREEMMIIEERR  DDOOGG--
FFRRIIEENNDDLLYY  HHOOLLIIDDAAYY  DDEESSTTIINNAATTIIOONN  

Voted Australia’s most dog-friendly 
accommodation for 2004 by “Life. Be in it” 
Holidaying With Dogs.  Featured on the “Great 
Outdoors” Feb & Nov 2004.  Less than 3 hours 
from Melbourne in the rainforest of beautiful 
Tarra Valley, South-east Gippsland (near 
Yarram).  Securely fenced cabins (dogs allowed 
inside), caravan sites, camping sites and off-leash 
areas.  Hydrobath, mini agility equipment, 
competition areas and more. 
 

Your hosts, Ralph & Coralie 
and the Busy Beagles 

 

www.bestfriend.net.au 
 

03 5186 1216 
 

PAID ADVERTISEMENT  
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Welcome to VAN subscribers 
From Victoria 

 
Clare Terpstra 
[Border Collie] 

& 
Margaret Widelock 

[Portuguese Water Dog] 

 
 

 
Fortunatly for Sparky he’s an Agility dog so he 
coped.Ed. 
…………………………………………………… 

 
 

Paid Advertisement 

Video Analysis in Agility 
 

Agility and jumping involve precise timing and 
positioning on the course. Repetition and correction 
eventually lead to high scores and a number of training 
methods may be employed along the way. As 
competitors direct their dogs around the course, all the 
obstacles need to be negotiated in the correct order 
and correct manner.  
 
This is where video analysis as a training aid is 
particularly useful. Video Analysis is no longer just 
about filming you and your dog and slowing it down to 
see what went wrong. Nowadays software can be 
applied to the footage to highlight specific areas that 
need attention. For example by filming a number of run 
throughs of the same course and placing two or more 
side by side on screen and playing them 
simultaneously, comparisons can be made showing 
exactly where you and your dog are at any point 

throughout the course, demonstrating issues of timing 
and positioning. The time code is displayed and the 
action can be slowed to 60 frames per second to 
highlight subtle differences.  Comparisons may be of 
yourself or your instructor working with your dog. In 
fact anyone doing the same course can be compared. 
 
Drawing and angle tools can be applied to mark the 
correct path and show deviations. Any part of the dog 
or handler’s body may be tracked, highlighting 
incorrect signals or responses. 
 
motiontech provide a high quality filming service 
tailored to your needs and can attend training sessions 
and trials. Video analysis can also be used in 
obedience and conformation. Over the coming months 
we will be demonstrating our service during events and 
conducting seminars.  
 
For more information about our service or to book a 
session, you can contact us via email at 
creativecrusades@msn.com or phone Juanita on 
9783 3670 or 0431 250 827. 
Juanita Spinelli - motiontech 

 
motiontech 

 
      biomechanical 

Analysis 
……………………………………………………. 
 
 
 
     Congratulations to our newest judges 

 
 
Meet our new Agility Judges;L to R Chris Shelton, 
Fiona Brain and Sue Gonelli, flanked by the testing 
staff, on the left Micheal Cowman and Annette 
Cloughton, and on their right Paul Gavin. 
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  Deb Carolls’ Top Dog Testing Course 2005 Agility 
 
   TRAINING TIPS WITH MICHAEL COWMAN 

Starting Procedures 
Hi all 
I didn’t have much to chat about this time around, so I 
thought I’d do a brief rundown on starting procedures. I 
wanted to look at three specific areas – the rule book, lead 
outs, and distance from first obstacle. 
 

Rule Book 
Recently there have been a couple of examples of handlers 
(Novice handlers) who have been penalized by a judge for 
an infraction at the start line. There has been a tendency in 
recent times for competitors not to attend the judge’s 
briefing. At Novice level in particular I think this is a big 
mistake. Most, if not all, judges will give a run down of their 
starting procedure during the briefing. 
 
The current rules are quite specific, the handler must 
acknowledge to the judge that they are ready, and they must 
wait until the judge tells them that they can go. Any judge is 
quite within their rights to penalize any handler that doesn’t 
follow these rules, especially if the starting procedure was 
clearly stated during the judge’s briefing.  
 
I would strongly advise anyone who is competing in agility 
to buy themselves a rule book and at least read it through. It 
really is in your own best interests to have some idea of the 

rules that govern this sport. With a brand new set of rules 
due to be released for 2006, this would seem an ideal 
opportunity to remind (and encourage) everyone to get a 
copy of these new rules and try to understand their 
implication on you as a handler. 
 

Lead Outs 
I have touched on this topic fairly recently, but as someone 
who is regularly judging, it is still one of the biggest 
problem areas that I see as regards course faults.  
 
A lead out is described under ‘challenges’ as a ‘lead out 
advantage’. In other words there really should be a genuine 
reason for a person to do a lead out, because lead outs 
always entail risk. 
 
Lead outs are predominantly useful if you have a radically 
fast dog, or at least a dog that is radically fast compared to 
you, its handler. From recent judging experience I would 
have to say that the majority of lead outs that I have seen 
have been unnecessary. In fact, if you have a dog that is 
‘less motivated’ a lead out can actually be disadvantageous. 
The reason for this is that the further the handler gets away 
from the dog, the more likely the dog is to be distracted by 
surrounding events or become even more disinterested. 
 
If you are going to do a lead out, also consider the obstacles 
that the dog must negotiate when it is away from you. Even 
at Masters level it is quite common to see dogs run past 
lollipop tyres. Standard tyres would be the next greatest risk 
as regards run pasts. You need to have trained your dog for 
lead outs in general, and more specifically on particular 
obstacles before attempting them in trials. 
 

Distance from first obstacle 
In no way am I telling you that I know your dog better than 
you do, but as a GENERAL rule I find that handlers start 
their dogs far too CLOSE to the first obstacle. The number 
of times I see dogs run around or under tyres and bars is 
incredible, as is the numb er of times that I see dogs dislodge 
the bar on the first obstacle. And most times it happens 
when the dog is set up too close to the obstacle and doesn’t 
have enough room to balance itself before attempting it. 
 
I have always given myself (and those I have instructed) the 
following guidelines for starting distances. Try to allow 3 
metres to the first obstacle for small dogs, 4 metres for 
medium dogs, and 5 metres for large dogs. If you can’t work 
out distances use ‘large steps’ instead and you won’t go too 
far wrong. When the jump  heights come down next year you 
may be able to reduce these distances slightly, but it is 
critically important to give your dog room to get balanced. 
With radical dogs it may well be a trial and error situation 
where you need to do lots of testing to find the ‘best’ 
distance from the first obstacle. But make no mistake, it is 
an area that causes an excessive amount of faults, and it is 
an area that is also one of the easiest to rectify. 
 
Until next time, happy trialing. 
 
Michael Cowman   
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S.O.D.C. OPEN AGILITY TRIAL -  3RD SEPTEMBER 2005 
 

NOVICE AGILITY AM  JUDGE : M.COWMAN   SCT : 63 secs  
1st    E.Bisset   Silvanwood Commanche     Aust. Shep.  40.07 TITLE 
2nd   J.Elliot & G. O’Toole     Jansilk Raminea    Silky Terrier   NQ 
3rd    W.Millar    Cassie Millar JD    Assoc.   NQ 
           (Handler: R.Carlson) 
OPEN AGILITY  AM   JUDGE : M. COWMAN SCT : 63 Secs  
1st K.De Graauw  Zoe D CD AD JDM    Assoc.   45.65 
2nd Angie Gunther  Gess Gunfa ADM JDM ET   Assoc.    46.13 
3rd Janice Dedman   Crestvale Flamboyant Lad CD ADX JDX    BC   48.82 
     (Handler : G.Price) (Damn fine run that!) 
4th N.Locarnini  Stakim Topaz AD JDX   Shetland Sheepdog  59.44 
5th P. Baker   Tillsin Master Key CDX AD JD  Aust. Shepherd  61.00 TITLE 
6th  R. Davis  Bessie Davis AD JD   Assoc.    62.59 
OPEN JUMPING AM   JUDGE : A. TILLEY  SCT : 40 Secs  
1st  Angie Gunther  Jess Gunfa ADM JDM ET   Assoc.    28.13  
2nd V & A. Thompson OC Camwyn Erik’s Girl ADM JD ET AFD CH.  BC   32.11 
3rd  Jo Lucas  Tamtarn Pipers Star ADM JDM ET   Bearded Collie  35.93 
4th B. Tebbet  Mawson Tebbet AD JD   Assoc.   38.24 TITLE 
5th B. McLean   Bangeeri Edwina  ADX JD HIT  A.C.D.   39.90 TITLE 
NOVICE JUMPING AM   JUDGE : A. TILLEY  SCT : 34 Secs   
1st   J. Pallot  Kiltimagh Rains Reprint CD   Irish Setter  30.12 
2nd  C.Oertel   Heathclough Hellfire CDX   Cocker Spaniel   32.37 TITLE 
3rd   C. Terpstra  Selectaborda Cool Echo    BC   25.50 NQ 
MASTERS JUMPING AM   JUDGE : L.McKAY SCT : 32 Secs  
1st   P. & P. Attard  Holly Golightly AD JDM HIT   Assoc.    27.62 
2nd   K. DeGraauw  Zoe D AD JDM     Assoc.    28.18 
3rd  S. Scafocchia   Bindi Boo CDX ADM JDM   Assoc.    31.44 
MASTERS AGILITY  AM  JUDGE : L. McKAY SCT : 60 Secs  
1st  P.McMaster   Trillian CDX ADM JDM ET HIT AFD Ch.  Assoc.    NQ 
2nd N. Dunn  Yotclub Maximus ADM JDX  Poodle(Min)                 NQ 
3rd  M.Jewell  Sox Dog ADX JDX   Assoc.                   NQ 
OPEN AGILITY PM  JUDGE : S. PEARSON SCT : 60 Secs  
1st  J. Dedman  Crestvale Flamboyant Lad CD ADX JDX BC   45.25 
        (Handler G. Price) (REALLY damn fine run that one!!) 
2nd P. Baker   Tillsin Master Key CDX AD JD  Aust. Shep.  51.29 
3rd Jo Lucas  Tamtarn Pipers Star ADM JDM ET  Bearded Collie            52.31 
4th Meg Watson   Eramoo Dazzling Dion AD JD ET  Rottweiller  53.03 TITLE 
5th R. Davis  Bessie Davis AD JD   Assoc.   56.38 
6th Marg Boreham   Poppy AD JD FD Ch.               Assoc.   58.09 
NOVICE AGILITY PM   JUDGE : S. PEARSON  SCT : 57 Secs  
1st  W. Millar  Cassie Millar JD    BC   36.31 
   (   Handler R. Carlson) 
2nd  M. Liambas  Jyetara Dot Com     German Shepherd  41.97 
3rd M & J Widelock Sing Ch Cartmel Lua Do Mar   Port.Water Dog  52.40 
NOVICE JUMPING  PM   JUDGE : J. HOLBROOK SCT : 37 Secs  
1st E. Bisset  Silvanwood Commanche   Aust. Shep.  29.13 
2nd J. Elliott  Jansilk Raminea    Aust. Silky Terrier  35.13 
3rd J. Carlile  Patchn      Assoc.    35.51 
OPEN JUMPING  PM   JUDGE : J. HOLBROOK  SCT 43 Secs  
1st  P & P Attard   Holly Golightly AD JDM ET  Assoc.    28.69 
2nd R. George   C Wind Be Kool AD JDM ET  BC   34.45 
3rd  R. Davis   Bessie Davis AD JD   Assoc.    37.97 
4th B. McLean  Bangeeri Edwina ADX JD HIT  ACD   38.16 
5th  P. Baker  Tillsun Master Key CDX AD JD  Aust. Shep.  41.02 
MASTERS AGILITY  PM   JUDGE : D. CARROLL SCT : 52  
1st  M. Cowman   Hanafor Wynter Delight ADM JDM    Hung. Visla   41.16 
2nd Angie Gunther   Jess Gunfa ADM JDM ET   Assoc.    41.91 
3rd S. Scafocchia   Bindi Boo CDX ADM JDM   Assoc.    44.13 
4th W. Hansen   Millnjazz Racy Dancer ADX JDX      BC   50.38 
MASTERS JUMPING  PM  JUDGE : D. CARROLL  SCT 36 Secs 
1st P. McMaster   Trillian CDX ADM JDM ET HIT FD Ch Assoc.   26.21 
2nd P. Baker   Dunnwarren Blue Curacao CD ADX JDM ET   BC    29.47 
3rd D. Harvey   Aust.Ch Ikenheel Kiss n Tell CDX ADM JDM ET HIT  ACD          31.72 
4th M. Cowman  Hanafor Wynter Delight ADM JDM    Hung.Visla  32.19 
5th S. Scafocchia   Bindi Boo CDX ADM JDM    Assoc.    33.59 
6th K.MacMillan   Tosca  CD ADM JDM    Assoc.    34.56 
7th R. George   C Wind Be Kool  AD JDM ET   BC    34.72 
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 Warragul & Dist. Kennel & Obedience Club Inc. 

PO Box 620 Warragul 3820 
Phone: 0409 864 660 

COST:  $9.00 PER ENTRY PER DOG 
Entries to:          TRIAL SECRETARY 

PO BOX K9 
BAYLES  VIC 3981 

 
Judges 2005 

 
Trial A- Saturday 13th Nov. 2005 AM 
Agility - Masters, Open then Novice  Adrian Tilley (lsm) (sml) (msl) 
Jumping - Open, novice then Masters       Annette Cloughton (mls) (slm) (mls) 
 
Trial B- Saturday 13th Nov. 2005 PM 
Agility – Masters, Open then Novice  Michael Cowman (lsm) (sml) (msl) 
Jumping – Open, Novice then Masters  Rodger Padfield (mls) (slm) (mls) 
 
Trial C – Sunday 14th Nov. 2005 AM 
Agility – Masters, Open then Novice  Murray Tyler  
Jumping – Open, Novice then Masters  Ian Staniforth 
 
Trial D – Sunday 14th Nov. 2005 PM 
Agility - Masters, Open then Novice  James Browne 
Jumping - Open, Novice then Masters  Peter Buykx  
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 Check In times: Trial A: 8.15 to 9.00 am  

Judging commences:  0915am 
         Trial B: 1.15pm to 1.30pm   

Judging commences:  1.45pm 
               Trial C: 8.00 to 8.45 am   

Judging commences:  09.00am 
              Trial D:  12.45 to 1.00pm   

Judging commences:  1.15pm 
Other Entertainment 

Saturday Lunchtime: Veterans Class & demonstration of “SNOOKER “The course will be left set up 
so people can have a try during the afternoon. 
Saturday evening: City Slickers Trial in the yards. Judged by Vince Brugnan, Farmer, Kelpie Breeder 
and nice bloke! $3.00 entry & restricted to trial competitors, officials & recognised working breeds that 
aren’t sheep killers! This will be followed by a BBQ at the rooms, $5.00 all you can eat! 
Sunday Lunchtime: demonstration of “STATEGIC PAIRS”. Again the course will be left set up for 
people to try out. 
 

….AND A BLOODY GOOD RAFFLE!! 
 

Don’t forget camping sites are available at $7.00 per site per night. 
 

WEBSITE:    www.warraguldogclub.org.au/trial 
 
 


